
HOW TO WRITE A LOVE STORY STEP BY STEP

How to Write a Love Story. Writing love stories can be a brilliant, emotional, and creative outlet. Writing an engaging
love story isn't just about.

I avoid profanity when possible, but regardless I don't think excessive swearing dovetails with a love story-it
alters and cheapens the mood, and instead of feeling authentic, it often has the opposite effect. They indulge in
wish fulfillment and fantasy that might repeat unimaginative or even damaging stereotypes e. Additionally,
think of ways to use the setting to differentiate your romance. When in doubt, be direct. But choose a setting
that adds tension to the characters in some way. Are there details of setting, for example, that might impede
them e. That's why love stories often begin with the eventual lovers fighting. Do you want to write descriptive
sex scenes? Are they attracted to each other? The reason why a character opts for one course of action over
another is based on something that the reader may not know but you should definitely know. Besides, it's a
lazy form of writing - a kind of shorthand to communicate rage, frustration or in some cases, an evil character.
There are exceptions to every rule. Discussion Time: How would you write a love story? So, no matter what it
takes to get your characters to this ending, make it happen. What is the biggest threat to their relationship?
This wouldn't make sense in real life; you don't start a relationship with someone you are attracted to by
immediately getting into a fight with them. The answer depends on you. Motivation is the reason why a
character does something. Second, the love story has a plot where surprise must come out of intimacy. You
can do historical, you can do contemporary.


